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More Kool Stuff
__________________________________________

This just in … from Mary Jo Porter, Seattle
transportation consultant and unrepentant
booklover. She knows her libraries, and so
was quick to check out Seattle’s newest.
Here are her initial impressions,
along with her photos …

“We've outdone you...
it's the most magnificent
library
I've ever been in.”
It's such a perfect
combination of a book place
and a people place.
… a place for people to
come together with people
… and a place for people
to be alone with books

I thought "The Mixing Room" was a little cutsie
when I heard they were going to call the main
floor that... but the minute I saw it I thought
PERFECT.... a perfect thing to call it...

One hundred percent
accessible

The kid's library is the same idea... central spaces for lots
of activity... and then radiating stacks with more intimate
and quiet spaces.

Then you get up into the stacks and there are all these intimate
spaces... tables (fully wired of course -- and all wi-fi'd as well)
here and there to sit down and work among the stacks...

And then at the outside, light filled,
edges, more reading/working areas... but
even there they've broken them into parts
so the scale is perfect.

The stack ramp is a
MARVEL... you never
need to use stairs,
escalator, elevator... and
you hardly have the
sensation of going up or
down. You can access the
entire main collection on I
don't know how many
floors... 7 or 8, I think...
without ever having to look
for the stairs.

Another View: David Sucher
Sucher is author of City Comforts
and a blogger of the samenamed site. A few years ago, he
wrote a critique of Koolhaas’s
initial design. Click here for a
link to the site, and to the op-ed
piece from the Seattle Times
quoted below.

Editorials & Opinion: July 23, 2000

There is still time to fix the library
Photo by Lara Swimmer/Esto

Rem Koolhaas
proclaims eloquently
about furthering the
urbanity of Seattle, yet
he has designed a
most uncivil building in
the new Seattle Public
Library. His library plan
confuses amusementpark posturing with
urbane vitality. It is isolated from the street. It would better
fit in a suburban office park than a city street.
[Click for City Comforts Blog and link to column.]

KOOLHAAS in PARIS
More on the
Starchitect
du jour, Rem
Koolhaas

TEARS were shed when the 19th-century
iron-and-glass market known as Les Halles
was torn down in the early 1970's, and before
long weeping resumed, first over the giant
hole that scarred the heart of Paris for a
decade, then over the grim multifloor shopping
mall and transportation hub that eventually
filled it. In this city, at least, the ugliness of Les
Halles today is matched only by that of the
Tour Montparnasse, the single skyscraper in
central Paris. Many here would love to see
both demolished.
Not much can be done about the Tour
Montparnasse, but Bertrand Delanoë, the first
Socialist mayor of Paris, has now pledged to
transform the district of Les Halles. And he
has invited Parisians to study and debate four
competing designs, all immensely ambitious,
all calling for a radical reorganization of the
area's buildings and gardens. [Click to
continue. Registration may be necessary.]

Maas

Mangin

Nouvel
Click here to go to a
translated website of
the competition.

PRICE TAGS IN ACTION!
You might remember that in Price Tags 25, an outof-town student commented on the difference in our
pedestrian signals: one (below left) seemed jaunty,
the other frantic. Someone else noticed too.
Faithful PT reader (and City Councillor)
Peter Ladner writes:

Jaunty man actually came up at a recent council
meeting on changing street lights and such. I got a
commitment that the new guy will be jaunty not
franticman (who’s the U.S. standard guy). We’ve
now switched to jauntyman as default, so all the
new ones will be more relaxed.
To which Ellen Woodsworth said it should be a
woman or at least androgynous. I should never
have called it a him.

Well, that worked nicely. So let’s see what happens
with this one. Food critic Tim Pawsey sent in the
latest news from Sydney …

Sydney beach to stub out smokers
Smokers are being
banned from one of
Australia's most famous
and picturesque
stretches of surfing
beach. The Sydney
suburb of Manly has voted to stamp out smoking
along its golden sands, just north of the famous
harbour.
Waverly Mayor Peter Moscatt said 32 billion
cigarette butts are discarded on Australia's
beaches each year, and around 700,000 on Bondi
Beach alone at any given time.
"They don't biodegrade, and take up to 12 years to
decompose. They end up in the water, harming
wildlife and making swimming unpleasant," he said.
[Click to read whole story.]

Premonitions from Down Under? … Sydney

May 22, 2004

Urban apartments in
market ‘freefall’
DESPITE the best
efforts of real estate
agents in the nation's
biggest property
market - Sydney prices continue to
drop, with one senior
property economist
claiming inner-city
apartment prices
were going into freefall.
Experienced property economist Akis Haralabopoulos,
from Alpha Economics, said prices in inner Sydney were
being smashed by the combined effects of two interest rate
rises, the Carr Government's new 2.25 per cent tax on
investment property and an oversupply in apartments.
[Click here for full story.]

Premonitions from Down Under? … Melbourne

May 21, 2004

Going, going ...
The property bubble has
burst. House and unit
prices in particular are
dropping in several capital
cities, even in suburbs
thought to be immune from
falling property values.
Prices have fallen more
than 10% in Sydney and
almost 15% in Melbourne
so far this year, according
to the Reserve Bank of
Australia (RBA).
Auction clearance rates in Sydney and Melbourne have
plunged to levels that some analysts describe as a crash.
So-called "distressed sales" of apartments in oversupplied, inner-city areas are rising sharply, and more
investors are threatening legal action against property
developers. The downturn in property prices is starting to
turn ugly.
[Click here for full story.]

RESPONSES FROM OUR READERS

ISSUE 28 - Khenko
Stephen Rees writes in all the way from Richmond:
You wrote :"It may well become a symbol of Vancouver" but
of course the Great Blue Heron is already the symbol of
Richmond - in fact it is incorporated into the City's logo.
Note
the
Heron!

And I cannot help wondering if the size and movement
of the sculpture is just the thing to scare away the real
herons. Maybe we should suggest something similar for
YVR, so they stop shooting them.

ISSUE 29 - Careful
Ephrem Cheng sent in some editorial cartoons on
the price of gas in the U.S. If the Conservatives get
their way and cut the GST on gas, this one might
have some applicability in Canada.

Best comment I’ve seen so far on the ‘gas crisis’
comes from the San Francisco Chronicle:

Americans entitled to cheap gas -- right?
We would be as responsible as the rest of the world if we
had the benefit they do of high gas prices. The low price of
gas in the United States enables our SUV indulgences. To
put this complex social dynamic in the parlance of the
latest psychological research: It is not our fault.

[Click for complete column.]

ISSUE 27 - Shifting East
From Bing Thom, Architect
For the past two decades I've been
trying to preach the lessons in
China. Now increasingly I've learned
that until they see in real terms what
we have done to save our cities ,
they don't believe our message.
Hence my recent emphasis in DC
and Texas. If I can show in some
little ways that the US is turning or
Canada is setting new standards then the Chinese
and others are more willing to listen. Shanghai Expo
2010 theme is Better city better life. If we can make an
impact there it could help!

Pudong in Shanghai

Photo from skyscrapercity.com

WHAT'S DOING

In Vancouver
By CLAUDIA ROWE
Colonized by the British in
the late 18th century,
Vancouver is today a
bastion of progressive
politics. One of the few
major cities in North
America where same-sex
marriage is legal and
marijuana use permitted,
Vancouver's median age,
37, is below the Canadian
average.

New York Times

The city nevertheless maintains a sense of
propriety and decorum. Its streets are clean, its
gardens well tended and many of its parks overlook
the shimmering ocean waters.
[Click for whole story. Registration may be necessary.]

